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ABSTRACT
The need for precision data to support building performance is growing exponentially, yet the quality and
availability of weather data has not changed in decades.
We present a new online weather data service with immediate access to precision, localized weather history,
current conditions and forecasts. The localized weather
is created by integrating all available ground station
observations with high-resolution datasets from NOAA
from 1/1979 through seven-day forecasts. The system
also accepts input from on-site private sensor(s). It is
designed to support modeling and on-going monitoring,
predicted vs. actual performance and to enable advances in monitoring and predictive control. The quality of
the output has been verified in comparisons with sites
with multiple weather stations.
INTRODUCTION
Accurately categorizing the climate at any location,
essential for reliable simulation and analysis of energy
systems, requires at least 30 years of statistically stationary hourly observation history. However, only a
limited number of weather sensor stations have been
operating for that period – less than 1000 in the world
with over 80% complete data and only a small fraction
of those include solar radiation. Nearly all of these stations capture the climate only at the airport and further
the vast majority of global weather stations are clustered in the larger cities of the United States and Europe. This leaves vast areas of the world with either no
data or weather data mathematically interpolated from
stations that could be hundreds of kilometers distant.
Early in 2010, after more than six years of research and
development,   NOAA’s   National   Centers   for   Environmental Prediction (NCEP) released numerical output
from its Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR)
model. This effort yielded a high quality 31-year global
reanalysis of the ocean and atmosphere covering the
whole world and the period 1979–2009 [1]. Included in
this release is an hour-by-hour dataset consisting of
over four dozen atmospheric and environmental variables at about 35-km horizontal resolution. In early 2011
the CFSR datasets were expanded to 520 variables in-

cluding soil temperature, soil moisture at ground level
and wind, temperature and other variables at altitude.
This new full dataset covers the full period January
1979 through current time and is kept up to date with
continuous releases every 6 hours.
There is a growing need for precision weather data for
operations and decision support particularly in energy
modeling, rating and management applications. This
contribution describes the efforts undertaken at Weather
Analytics (WxA) to integrate this new CFSR data along
with the output of the NOAA Global Forecast System
with ground station observations to provide precision,
localized climate profiles, recent history, current conditions, and forecasts for any location in the world. The
output is formatted for multiple modeling systems.
Global online access is provided to engineers and analysts as are full API and web services support for modeling, simulation, and energy management systems.
Availability of this precise, localized climate and
weather data anywhere should improve accuracy and
consistency of energy use rating, modeling and simulation and may also enable a range of other applications.
HISTORICAL WEATHER AND CLIMATE DATA

Brief Overview of the CFSR Model System
NCEP’s   CFSR   system   is   a   special   application   of   numerical weather prediction (NWP) modeling technology which is based on the fundamental physical laws
governing the evolution of the earth-atmosphere system. Modern real-time NWP modeling operations are
supported by the sophisticated Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS). GDAS orchestrates the collection, quality control and preprocessing of raw in situ
and remote sensor data from a wide array of sensor
systems including ground stations, satellites, buoys,
balloons, aircraft and ships.
Traditionally, NWP models have been implemented as
initial-value applications to provide forecast guidance
products for weather forecasters. The initial condition
analysis created from GDAS is extrapolated into the
future with the future evolution of the earth-atmosphere
system constrained by physics. In this case, the past
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evolution of the earth-atmosphere was modeled starting
at the end of 1978 through today with the historical
GDAS observations continuously assimilated into the
model as the model reaches the times corresponding to
the observations. Figure 1 shows the NWP model moving through time and the various sensor systems (many
satellite based) entering the model as they are commissioned.

This data was then integrated with the archived output
of nearly 8,000 reporting METAR/ICAO stations using
a modified Cressman algorithm with station observation
influence based on both time and distance as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 Integration of local observation data with
NOAA CFSR area data using a modified Cressman
algorithm.
Figure 1 When observation data types enter the CFSR
stream.

CFSR Data Processing and Integration
Over 90 terabytes of native CFSR data was downloaded
and transferred in its GRIB format. Next the information was peeled from its month by month global
structure to one which would support continuous hourby-hour time-series of weather variables for any location selected. Then each weather variable was converted into its most useful form and the final completed
dataset was assembled into a direct-access structure to
facilitate rapid response to requests for any given location. This process is schematically visualized in Fig. 2.

A MOS-based technique was used to fill in any gaps in
station observations using the local CFSR data (Fig. 4)
The data is then temporally and spatially aligned with
the   output   from   WxA’s   forecast   system   into   a   single  
unified structure consisting of localized, hour-by-hour
weather data from the beginning of 1979 through current conditions, as well as a 7-day forecast.

Figure 4 MOS-based techniques using local CFSR data
to fill observation gaps for a station in Nigeria.

Addition of Solar Irradiance Variables
Among the variables in this CFSR hour-by-hour dataset
is   Global   Horizontal   Irradiance   (GHI)   at   the   Earth’s  
surface. To extend the value of this output Weather
Analytics calculated DNI from GHI using an appropriate adaptation of the Perez separation algorithm [3].

Figure 2 Schematic of weather data processing
architecture

This methodology also produces Diffuse Horizontal
Irradiance, which further enables the construction of
Typical Meteorological Year (TMY), as well as single
Actual Meteorological Year (AMY) EnergyPlus weather (epw), .tm2, .tm3, and .bin format files to support
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multiple engineering models and simulation systems in
common use, such as EnergyPlus, TRACE, eQuest,
IES, Bentley, SAM, or TRNSYS.
LOCALIZED WEATHER FORECAST DATA
The historical data output integrates the 35-km resolution CFSR data with stored observations. The WxA
system uses a similar integration technique to increase
the precision of current conditions and forecasts, particularly in the first 24 hours. The WxA forecast system
contains an NWP   “column   model”   that   has   been   coupled with a three-dimensional NWP model and is built
on the full-physics land-surface model (NOAH-LSM)
resulting from ongoing research and development by
NOAA/NCEP, Oregon State University, the US Air
Force Research Lab, and the Hydrologic Research Lab
(OHD-NWS).

Figure 5 Statistical verification of WxA (Sensor Point)
forecasts compared to NOAA/GFS-based model

Site-specific column model forecasts can be updated
much more frequently and provide a higher sampling
rate than the NOAA models, making column models
particularly well suited for supporting specific sites and
proprietary sensor networks. In this way, the meteorological variables that are available for the last 33-year
period can also be part of 7-day forecast time series.

WxA system forecasts are based on data and processes
that are only 15 to 30 minutes old. If a proprietary, onsite sensor is used the forecasts can be only a few
minutes old. The National Weather Service and nearly
all NOAA/GFS based models provide updates on a 6
hour cycle using data an additional 1-7 hours older.

By further augmenting the WxA forecast system with
on-site or nearby sensor observations, site-specific column model forecasts can be precisely calibrated for
individual sites as small as 1 sq km. They can also
adapt to changes in local surface conditions. WxA uses
the global METAR/IACO weather station hourly output
as its standard input plus can use private sensors, including radiometers, with real-time remote data access.
These on-site sensors enable short-term forecasts specific to that site. Since there is complete control of the
observational data, frequent updates allow for even
more precision. Similar sensor-driven column model
systems have been successfully deployed to support
other weather-sensitive operations, such as those controlling airport acceptance rates [4].

VERIFICATION OF HISTORICAL DATA
Primary Variables: To verify the accuracy of the final
output for historical data, we first compared the native
CFSR data with two co-located weather stations. Comparisons of the CFSR data with actual on-site readings
for selected conventional weather variables along with
the CFSR-based GHI are shown below.
Surface Temperature: Figure 6 shows the measured
observations for two separate weather stations colocated at the airport in Burns, OR (blue and green) and
the CFSR time series (in red). It can be seen that the
CFSR time series mimics the station observations during this 10-day period in July 2008.

Forecast Output Accuracy and Verification
Verification analyses have shown the WxA system data
to be more accurate than NOAA/GFS-based models. By
grounding a forecast to a specific point, leveraging local direct observations and maximizing the forecast
frequency, the system can produce high precision, localized forecasts, particularly in the first 12 hours
where most management and control systems require
very high accuracy. Figure 5 shows the results of 150
separate individual forecast runs over a 60 day period at
the London City Airport comparing WxA (Sensor
Point) forecast and a NOAA/GFS-based forecast with
actual observations showed the GFS-based model accumulating over 37 % more error.

Figure 6 CFSR surface temperature output and two
station observations at Burns, OR.
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Figure 9 CFSR output and four station observations at
Eugene, OR – GHI in cloudy, high humidity period

Figure 7 Comparison of two Burns, OR sensor stations
with each other and with 35-km area CFSR output for
surface temperature (2008–2009)
Correlations covering the most recent two years of the
CFSR dataset are shown in Fig. 7. As is the case for the
sample time series, the agreement between the CFSR
temperature and one of the station sensors is closer than
between the two stations, which are approximately 10km apart and within 14 m elevation.

Monthly average irradiance values are useful for checking for long term bias. For Tamanrasset, southern Algeria, where the solar resource is very high, the average
WxA predictions of GHI are compared in Fig. 10 to
actual high-quality (BSRN) measurements of the same
for 113 complete months during the period 2000–2009.
With only one exception, all monthly predictions are
within ±10% of the reference measurements, with no
significant long-term bias.

Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI): Shown below are
two representative periods for Eugene, OR (part of
University   of   Oregon’s   monitoring   network   in   the  
northwest U.S.) containing several solar sensors during
2008. One period is clear with low humidity (Fig. 8)
and the other cloudy with high humidity (Fig. 9). The
CFSR output (in red) tracks the measured GHI closely.
Statistically, the difference in the total GHI for 2008
between the CFSR and the average of the sensor measurements is 1.6%. Over the period 1998–2005, this
mean difference is 4.8% at Eugene, and 2.6% at Burns.

Figure 10 Predicted vs. measured monthly mean daily
GHI at Tamanrasset during the period 2000–2009

Figure 8 CFSR output and four station observations at
Eugene, OR – GHI in clear, low humidity period
This is comparable to differences of 1.3% and -4.1%,
respectively,   for   the   same   period   by   NREL’s   NSRDB  
data, derived from the SUNY satellite-based model.

Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI): Shown below are the
DNI comparisons for the same two periods in 2008 as
the GHI graphs in Figs. 8 and 9, one clear with low
humidity (Fig. 11) and the other cloudy with high humidity (Fig. 12). Note the WxA output (in red) tracks
very well the measured DNI for multiple sensors, particularly on clear days. Statistically, the difference in
the total DNI for 2008 between the WxA and the average of the sensor measurements is 15.8%. For months
that were predominately clear this difference is 2.5%.
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Over the period 1998–2005, the mean difference between the predicted and measured DNI is 7.9% at Eugene and 0.2% at Burns, as compared to 10.7% and 4.1%,   respectively,   for   the   SUNY   model’s   predictions  
used in the NSRDB. It is stressed that the WxA predictions reported here   are   not   affected   by   the   “Eugene  
syndrome”   that   overestimates   the   winter   NSRDB   data  
at sites with significant cloudiness and snow cover [2].

Figure 13 Diagram of the Weather Services
Architecture

Users Access Interface
Figure 11 WxA output and two station observations at
Eugene, OR – DNI in clear, low humidity period

To facilitate the usefulness of the data an interactive
map-based user interface has been created, as part of
the access and analytics layer of the WxA architecture.
Using the Google Maps tools a user may locate their
site anywhere in world by place, name, address or latitude/longitude with immediate visual feedback and the
ability to zoom in and fine tune the site or building location. Figure 14 shows a site (yellow) placed outside
of Nagpur India in the area of Tumsar. Also shown are
the nearest official weather station (blue triangle) and
the NOAA grid (red lines) which were integrated to
produce the data for the site.

Figure 12 WxA output and two station observations at
Eugene, OR – DNI in cloudy, high humidity period
WEATHER SERVICES ARCHITECTURE
To facilitate use of this localized historical, current and
forecasted weather data Weather Analytics created a
architecture to integrate the data, keep it up to date and
provide immediate and easy access. The access tools
support both direct users and systems and are designed
to serve as a base to enable the development of new
solutions and applications (Fig. 13).
Figure 14 Users site (in yellow) in Tumsar, India along
with the closest ground station (blue) and the NOAA
grid used to produce the data
The user may view the weather for the site in tabular or
graphical form for their period of choice as shown in
Figures 15 through 17. The graphic view has a zoom
frame that allows simultaneous viewing at both a
monthly and hour-by-hour level.
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While TMY and AMY files come with the standard set
of required variables, users may select additional variables if necessary, see Table 1 below.
Table 1 List of available weather variables both standard and specialized.

Figure 15 Users may view current, forecasted or historical conditions in a table or graphical format.

Figure 16 Period selectable table of hourly time-series,
daily or monthly averages.

A requested 33-year hourly history, TMY or AMY file
is either immediately available or completed within 30
minutes and the user notified of its availability for direct download.
Figure 17 Graphical review with zooming and user
selectable variables
After reviewing the site, the user may request detailed
weather files for the site choosing between TMY2 or
TMY3 files, calendar year or custom 12 month AMY
files, up to 33 years of continuous historical time-series,
or continuously updated current conditions and 7-day
forecasts for the site.

Data Delivery Templates
The delivery templates in the access and analytics layer
are set to deliver the variables required by the major
simulation and modeling systems but users may request
the full complement of variables in addition. This allows users with special needs to take advantage of the
TMY selection criteria yet conduct an evaluation on
variables not included in the normal set. To support a
variety of modeling and simulation systems the histori-
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cal output data is made available in multiple formats,
including .CSV, .EPW, .TM2, .TM3 and .BIN. Users
may also request individual calendar years or custom 12
month periods to match the energy use data available in
the same formats, Figure 18 below. This is designed to
support performance analysis and rating and allow
comparative analysis of years with suspected highs and
lows in their variables of interest.

Figure 18 Custom single year on-site hourly weather
data in model ready formats

Web Data Services and API Interfaces
For automatic systems and applications (including mobile apps) full Web Data Services (WDS) access using
REST is supported. Variables of interest and if appropriate, the model-ready format are defined in advance
with account set up and then the WDS query simply
states the location, type of data (hourly, daily or monthly averages), and the time period required from current
conditions to a full 33 years back and 7 days ahead. The
data is delivered in most cases immediately in XML.
API interfaces are also available to support direct calls
from systems including energy monitoring, management and control.
CURRENT AND POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS
The weather data service provides direct access to high
precision weather and climate data to support current
needs in modeling, planning, research, management and
control and perhaps more importantly to enable a layer
of advancement in these areas. Systems and applications built on or interfacing to this system are already
serving such functions as:
 Building and energy modeling, simulation and
analysis with on-location TMY files, detailed 33year hour-by-hour time series data, and single-year
model ready input files




Current building efficiency assessments utilizing
on-site weather data from the previous 12 – 24
months in model ready formats
Detailed energy management system support with
API and Web Data Services feeds of recent history,
current conditions and short term forecasts

In addition to new applications being developed the
data sources and analytics toolkit are being extended.
Under development are:
 MOS based techniques for de-biasing the 33-year
hourly historical output utilizing short-term on-site
sensor readings to effectively extend a measured
data record of as little as one year to a 33 year, statistically-stable profile.
 Expansion of climate profiles (TMY) and recent
history (AMY) files to include:
o Integration with work on urban heat islands to produce Urban TMY (UMY) files
o Integration with Global Climate Model
output to produce 30 and 60 year Future
TMY (FMY) files
o Collaborative work to leverage the 33
year data to produce Extreme TMY
(XMY) files
 Broadly expanding the imbedded station network
 Addition of statistical event probability distribution
function tools
 Specialized variables including the Environmental
Heat   Content   Index™   (EHC™)   to   enable   advancements in building efficiency rating and predictive control.
CONCLUSION
The availability of precision localized climate and
weather data to support simulation, analysis, planning,
management and control has become a convenient reality. Precise, dependable weather and climate data are
now readily available for any location in the world for
both full 33 year time series as well as typical and actual year files in model ready formats. Both historical and
forecast time series data are available for direct user
access and application/system access through Web Data
Services and API interfaces.
The WxA historical database is based on the hour-byhour, 33-year, CFSR model output data integrated with
the stored observations from the nearest ground station.
The CFSR model uses raw sensor data and physics to
provide for this period a detailed and accurate picture of
the earth-atmosphere system conditions at a 35-km resolution across the globe. The WxA hour-by-hour, 7day, forecast system is built on the GFS model output
data localized with Sensor Point™ column model technology to a resolution as fine as 1 km with higher resolution and higher frequency forecasts available by add-
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ing on-site private sensor(s). Both WxA historical and
forecast databases hold the same variables.
Uses for the WxA data include site analyses, building
modeling, simulations of building energy systems, renewable power production potential, and support for
building energy use monitoring, management and control. Output data files are available in formats that can
be immediately used as input to popular spreadsheet
tools and software applications, such as the EnergyPlus
‘EPW’  format.  Data  file  content  can  either  be  hour-byhour time series for periods up to 33 years or based on
Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) statistical criteria.
Single-year on-site, time series data can be provided as
“Actual   Meteorological   Year”   (AMY)   EPW, TM2 &
TM3, and .BIN format files.
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